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Optrix - Rugged iPhone 4/4S Case

Product Name: Optrix - Rugged iPhone 4/4S Case

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2114

The Optrix is a military grade case that is both shock resistant and waterproof. It also
has a built in lens that turns your iPhone into a wide angle video camera. The included
app unleashes the iPhones ability to shoot full 1080p HD video.
The Optrix XD Case transforms your iPhone 4/4S into a rugged action sports video
camera. Bump, bash, crash and splash with your phone safely housed in the
polycarbonate shell and rubberized inner iPhone case while still allowing you to utilize
the device through the touch membrane. The Optrix is a military grade case that is both
shock resistant and waterproof. It also has a built in lens that turns your iPhone into a
wide angle video camera. The included app unleashes the iPhones ability to shoot full
1080p HD video. The video looks stunning with the iPhones built in image stabilizer
and users have the ability to review, edit and share videos without the need of a
computer.
Wide-Angle Lens
Optrix enhances the stunning 1080p HD video of the iPhone by adding an all glass,
three element, 175 degree wide-angle lens. Your action sports will look like they were
professionally shot with solid hardware.
"The crisp high quality HD video I have collected so far with Optrix is superior to
anything I have recorded with a GoPro." - BikeRumor.com
Military Grade
When we think tough we think military grade. Optrix conforms to MIL-STD-810F. Bump,
bash, crash, and splash with your phone safely housed in our polycarbonate shell and
rubberized inner iPhone sled. Perfect for sports like skiing, biking, skating, motocross,
auto-racing and many more.
Military Spec: MIL-STD-810F - Method 516.5 [26 drops onto a steel and concrete base
layer], Method 510.4 [Particle resistance], Method 514.5 [Vibration], and Method 512.5
- 2.3.2.5 [Water Immersion]
Waterproof
Optrix is ready to go wherever your adventures take you. From whitewater rafting to
splashing in the waves. Keep your phone safe and dry while you get dirty. Optrix is
waterproof to a depth of 53cm and conforms to MIL STD 810F 512.5. 
Sleds
With Optrix you get the added benefit of a rubberized iPhone sled. Our sled will protect
your phone when it&#39s not in our shell so you have peace of mind wherever you go.
Image Stabilazation 
When you’re bombing down a dirt trail or shooting some rapids you will love Apple’s
built image stabilization on the iPhone 4S. After you shoot action videos on your
iPhone you will wonder how you lived with those shaky videos of the past.
No SD Cards
No downloading to a computer
Watch videos instantly
Edit on the fly
Upload to Facebook, YouTube, or email instantly
Edit and Share
One of the most powerful aspects of Optrix is the ease of sharing video. Want to watch
it back? You don’t have to wait until you&#39re at your computer just watch it on the
device seconds after you filmed it. Want to upload to facebook? Done. Email to a
friend? Done.
Mounting
With both flat and curved mounting plates attached with 3M industrial adhesive, you
can mount Optrix anywhere the action takes you. 
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Touchscreen Membrane
With our protective touchscreen membrane, you get all the protection of Optrix and all
the versatility of your apps. Our 0.5mm thick touchscreen membrane allows you to fully
operate your iPhone or iPod while inside Optrix.
What&#39s in the box?
Optrix XD case
iPhone case
Flat base mount
Curved base mount
Quick release lever
Safety leash
Lens cover
Zip-tie

Price: R1,678.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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